
WATER & LIGHT 

GARDENS 
EAST & WEST 

Water is a primordial element in the success of any garden. 

~ Without it, there would be no vegetation. Moreover, the 

same applies to sunlight. ~ Without it, nothing would grow 

and of course the observer would not perceive. ~ However, 

these two elements have become infinitely more than just func

tional necessities in the creation of pleasurable outdoor spaces 

from time immemorial. ~ Traditions have evolved where

by water and light have been (are) manipulated by designers of 

gardens in order to enhance their diverse, intrinsic qualities, to 

stimulate our awareness of the other natural and man-made 

components of the physical environment, and even to convey 

symbolic meanings. ~ 
A ntiquity has not always left us, whether in 

Eastern or in Western civilisations, the remnants by which to 

describe and judge how these elements were composed in the 

past. ~ The last five centuries have been slightly more 

generous, be they the gardens of China (see Soochow, MIMAR 28) 

or those of the Mediterranean civilisations by way of Persia and 

India, in so far as we have examples of the way light and water 

were contained or modulated. ~ Cultural traditions, espe

cially those related to leisure and pleasure-giving, often travel 

beyond local frontiers more easily than, say, elements of first 

necessity such as domestic shelter or institutional buildings. 

~ Hence, the understandable links that exist between garden 

designs of Mughal India of the 15th century and the earlier 

examples from Islamic Spain. ~ Moreover, even in our 

century, we have a typical instance of how, in the person of 

architect-garden designer Gabriel Guevrekian, Oriental and 

Western cultural traditions easily crossed frontiers and, whether 

in the realm of gardens or dwellings, proved mutually enriching. 

- Editors 



Right 

The Generalife, Granada, 

Spain, 14th century. 
Part of the same garden tradition as the 

Nishat Bagh in Kashmir of a later date, 

the intimate composition of fountains 

and rectangular pools of the Generalife 

relies upon the movement of water 

across flat sll/foces by relatively slight 

changes in level. In bright sunlight the 

transparent water flows from this 

fountain along a channel into the pool, 

where the water is opaque and 

reflective. Further in the distance, 

single, arching plumes of water fed a 

circular pool with a fountain 

ovetjlowing with water. 

Photograph: Serge Santelli. ~ 

Far right 

Alcazar, Pavilion of Charles V, 

Seville, Spain, 14th century. 
A pavilion in the gardens of the 

Alcazar has interior and exterior walls 

covered with ceramic tiles. Water from a 

fountain inside the edifice flows 

outwards the garden, linking the two 

spaces in a poetic manner. The room is 

cooled in hot weather at the same time 

that the water is employed decoratively, 

creating reflections upon walls and 

ceiling when the light strikes it. 

Photograph: Serge Santelli. ~ 

Left 
Stairs with water in the 

Generaljfe, Granada, Spain, 

14th century. 
A stairway with landings, each with a 

small fountain, is bordered by 

waist-high walls containing a trough 

filled with gushing water. This truly 

ingenious use of water - where one 

might only have a handrail- excites 

one's senses through the sound and 

sight of moving water in a tight space, 

and provides cool moisture, as one 

ascends or descends the stairs amid the 

vegetation of the garden. 

Photograph: Serge Santelli. ~ 

Right 

Nishat Bagh, Srinagar, 

Kas1unir, 17th century. 
A series of stepped pools, seen from 

above, carry water down through this 

garden to Lake Dal in the distance. 

When the water spouts are not in use, 

the calm water reflects the sky, perhaps 

with clouds, and changes colour 

accordingly . The geometric pattern of 

the rectangular basins contrasts,fr0m 

this vantage point, with the irregular 

contours of the lake beyond, punctuated 

by a manmade causeway and bridge not 

far from the shore. 

Photograph: Orhan Ozguner. ~ 





Right 
Achabal, Kashmir, 

17th century. 

Pools and channels rif water passing 

under pavilions in the garden provide a 

diversity of ever-changing perceptions 

according to the light, the water spouts' 

activity, the position of the observer. 

Here one basin is in shadow, the next 

in bright sunlight. They provide a 

foreground to a framed perspective of a 

fragment of the garden through the arch 

rif a pavilion. One can enjoy walking 

between the pools and up some stairs 

into another pavilion. Thus, the 

opacity of the water depends upon the 

pool's depth, the water's movement, 

and the distance at which one 

perceives it. 

Photograph: Harpal Singh. ~ 

Below 
This detail, captured with a camera, 

shows less than the eye would really 

perceive rif the garden, but is exquisite 

in the focus it places on the patterns 

created by water spouts in the pool. 

Reflections rif all sorts abound, seen 

against the backdrop rif the cascading 

water. Originally the nozzles emitted a 

single plume rif water, but the tastes rif 
modern restorers have introduced the 

spray . So, while the circular patterns 

produced by drops falling on the 

horizontal plane rif water provide a 

more animated effect in the pool than 

before, the total composition of changing 

light upon poolsJountains and cascade 

offers a delighijUl visual and 

auditive experience. 

Photograph: Harpal Singh . ~ 





'Garden o£Water and Light' 
Right 

Colour study of a garden, 1925, 

Exhibition of Decorative Arts, Paris, 

by Gabriel Guevrekian, 

Called a "Garden of Water and Light" 

by the young Anneni~n architect who 

grew up in Iran and Turkey before 

studying with Josef Hoffmann in 

Vienna, it was even labelled a "Persian 

garden" by critics of the time so strong 

were the perceived links with Oriental 

traditions, A wall, composed ofa 

"mosaic" of red and pink coloured 

glass, encloses this difficult site, Within 

it one finds four, triangular basins in 

blue and red,filled with water and Jed 

by a jet of water into the highest basin 

.from a spiral glass fountain in the 

garden, A sphere composed of mirrors 

and coloured glass was located astride 

the pools and occasionally emitted light, 

animating the entire arrangement that 

included plants and flowers as well, 

Water, and the magic effects created by 

multiplying reflections of it through the 

use of mirrors, is associated with 

elements of the Mughal Islamicgarden 

but what is missing is the traditional 

pavilion, 

Photograph .from Marrast,J. 1925 

Jardins, ~ 
r-eJ, 

Left 

Photograph of the Garden of Water 

and Light, G. Guevrekian, 

Paris, 1925, 

Although long since destroyed, the 

garden presents an extraordinarily 

imaginative re-interpretation of the 

Oriental (Islamic) garden tradition by a 

key member of the Modern movement 

in Europe, Some critics have even seen 

the influence of Cubist painting here, 

(Guevrekian was the first Secretary of 

the ClAM') It demonstrates 

'cross-jertilisation' between Eastern and 

Western traditions and sensibilities, 

.from Iran and Turkey to Europe and 

back again - a precedent in garden 

design which has seen 

Jew successors , ~ 




